GoOA Supporter Publisher
Cooperation Agreement

This agreement is entered into by and between

GoOA Project, NSL, CAS
is a non-commercial service, run by National Science Library, CAS (NSL, CAS),
located at 33 Beisihuan Xilu, Beijing, China, 100190,
hereinafter referred to as “GoOA”
And
located at _________________________________________________________________
hereinafter referred to as “Supporter Publisher”

I. Introduction

GoOA launched in 2014, funded by Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), and run by National Science Library, CAS and aims at selecting high-quality OA journals and making a local preservation to better help our researchers discovering and acquiring OA journals more easily and conveniently. GoOA is a non-commercial service and all services we offer are free. GoOA focuses on the evaluation, selection, and repository of high-quality OA journals and devotes to studying a sustainable utilization of OA journals. GoOA serves for >40,000 CAS researchers and >40,000 graduate students, as well as Chinese scholars from Chinese universities.

II. Rights and Obligations

1. Rights and Obligations of Supporter Publisher

1.1 Rights

1) The publisher’s Logo will be presented on GoOA homepage and co-publishers page.
2) Original links of publishers’ articles and journals will be placed on prominent places on GoOA pages to ensure hits for articles on the publisher’s website.
3) Get usage reports of journals and articles from GoOA periodically, including viewed and downloaded times.

1.2 Obligations

1) Put GoOA’s logo and link on the publisher’s website to show that your journals are indexed by GoOA. The way how the logo or the link is presented should be discussed by both.
2) Offer GoOA all OA journals’ data, including OA articles’ full-text PDF and XML, metadata (in JATS format), figures or tables, and supplementary materials periodically to guarantee data's integrity. Both new issue and back files are needed.
3) Provide the data mentioned above to GoOA (see obligation 2 of Support Publisher) through the way of: □ FTP □ OAI-PMH □ other __________________________
4) Offer the information of copyright statements and licenses of each article to GoOA. This information should be included in the metadata.
2. Rights & Obligations of GoOA

2.1 Rights
1) Select and evaluate journals of the publisher according to the criteria made by GoOA.
2) Integrate journal articles’ data offered by publishers into GoOA platform, including metadata, full text or other supplementary materials, to be discovered, read, and downloaded by CAS researchers, students, as well as the users in the nationwide, under the copyright statements and licenses of each journal, article or other resource. GoOA users can acquire the data through GoOA website, OAI-PMH or other ways.
3) Put supporter publisher’s Logo and link on GoOA homepage and co-publishers page.

2.2 Obligations
1) Follow copyright statements and licenses of journals or articles, as well as the rule listed on the publisher’s website when GoOA using or crawling data. Moreover, GoOA should display the copyright statements and licenses of articles and other records supplied by the publisher correctly and clearly, and encourage all users to strictly follow them.
2) Offer non-commercial services.
3) Provide the original link of an article in a prominent place. Send usage reports to publishers periodically. Besides, inform of publishers if there is any update or change occurring in GoOA.

III. TERM
This agreement will enter into force upon signature by both parties and will continue until either organization records its express wish to terminate it.

IV. Main Contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporter Publisher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoOA</td>
<td>Liu, Jingyu (As above)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:openresources@mail.las.ac.cn">openresources@mail.las.ac.cn</a></td>
<td>86-10-62614178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AGREED AND ACCEPTED BY

GoOA Project, NSL, CAS

Signature: 

Name: Huang, Jinxia
Title: Director of the Project
Date: